Penworthy Bear’s MadLib Adventure
How to play: Find a friend who wants to go on a madlib adventure. Ask
them for a word based on the description below the blank and write the
word in the blank. When all the blanks are filled in, read the silly madlib
adventure to your friend! Have fun!
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My family and I are going on a(n) _______________________ adventure
(adjective)

with Penworthy Bear. We are leaving ___________________ and will be
(day of week)

gone for _________ days. Penworthy Bear is a great traveler and has
(number)

friends in libraries all over the world. First we're going to _______________________________ where we'll
(country)

see the __________________________________________________.
(famous place to visit)

Then we're going to the zoo to see the huge_____________________________
(wild animal)

and disgusting _______________________. Penworthy Bear says all animals
(wild animal)

are beautiful, but sometimes I just think they’re ___________________________.
(adjective)

Mom and Dad will pack lunch so we can have a picnic at the zoo. We're having _______________________ ,
(favorite food)

___________________________ and chocolate covered _______________________s.
(worst vegetable)

(insect)

Penworthy Bear says he’ll pack his own
favorite lunch of fruit and honey. (I hope
he shares with me!)
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Today is packing day. The first thing I'll put in my backpack is my
_______________________________ ________________________________.
(adjective)

(favorite thing)

Next I'm packing the three things I cannot live without: my book, _____________________________ ,
(favorite book)

my teddy bear, and my _______________________________ equipment.
(favorite sport)

Penworthy Bear asked me if ____________________________ could come. I said not in my backpack!
(pet name)

Can you imagine? I don’t think _______________________
(pet name)

would like that trip!
Oh, and I can't forget my passport. You should see my
passport photo. I look _______________________________ .
(adjective)

I can hardly wait to start the adventure! Want to come?
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